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Two new centres celebrated at QMH and an appreciation to 

a remarkable Consultant. 

DR CAROL FOSTER  
1937 – 2017 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Until the 1960s the pattern of care for old people 
was to keep them fed and warm until they died. It 
was then recognised that although many were   
suffering from immobility and instability,              
incontinence and impaired intellect they needed 
diagnosis, treatment, care and support. With the 
correct assessment and treatment some who had 
previously been bedridden were able to gain a   
degree of independence.                                    
Carol Foster’s arrival at our hospital in 1978 as 
consultant geriatrician introduced a new and radical 
approach to the care of the elderly. The traditional 
aim of custodial care was replaced by the rigorous 
assessment of each patient’s needs and an active 
programme of treatment and rehabilitation with as 
many patients as possible being returned to their 
homes and care in the community. A day hospital 

maintained patients’ contact with the team of     
doctors, nurses, physiotherapists, occupational 
therapists, social workers, health visitors and       
district nurses. The new Queen Mary’s Hospital  
included a dedicated geriatric wing with appropriate 
facilities for the care of an increasingly elderly   
population. It was Carol’s leadership of and        
enthusiasm for her specialty that enabled the     
recruitment of many talented colleagues to the    
Elderly Medicine service at Queen Mary’s.                                                      
For the next 15 years Carol was a true “caring    
physician” loved by her patients and their relatives, 
admired by her nurses and junior medical staff and 
respected by her consultant colleagues for her 
knowledge, clinical skills and integrity.                   
                                                                     
She died at home on 30 March 2017 aged 80.         
                                                                        
    Peter Savage, retired Consultant Surgeon QMH 

 

The ECT suite in 

Woodlands was named 

after Carol Foster in 

2006. 

 

Kidney Treatment Centre   

The new Kidney Treatment Centre (KTC) opened 

on Monday 24 April.  

The KTC, which will be run by Guys & St Thomas’s 

NHS Foundation Trust in partnership with kidney 

dialysis specialists Diaverum, has replaced a     

temporary dialysis unit on the QMH site. 

The number of dialysis stations increased from 12 

to 20, and there are also consultation rooms so that 

patients can have outpatient appointments closer to 

home instead of having to travel from outer south 

east London to Guy’s Hospital.  

The KTC is part of a £30 million redevelopment of 

QMH by Oxleas NHS Foundation Trust which owns 

and manages the site.  
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Patient’s forged friendship in 1947  

When I first went to Queen Mary’s from Guy’s at the 

age of 17, I could not walk for some time. I was 

brought by ambulance with nurses dressed in their 

smart dresses and cloaks. The other patients 

thought I was minor royalty. I had lived in        

Southwark and was admitted to hospital with pleural 

effusion and meningitis. When I needed to go to the 

toilet I stumbled across the floor and they thought I 

was drunk.                                                                         

I remember the nissan huts built on stilts connected 

by ramps. Twelve beds in the ward as far as I could 

remember. It was very strict in a way, if our beds 

were not made correctly a male nurse called       

Williams would pull it out and say try again laddie. 

Sheets had to be at 45 degree at the end. If you 

were unable to get up you were given a bowl to 

wash and shave. We passed the time playing cards 

and telling stories to each other.                          

Visitors came by bus, where (Sidcup) B&Q is now, 

and had to walk up to the hospital. One visitor 

brought me in some bottles of Guinness. Another 

friend gave big lumps of chocolate to my parents to 

give to me which I shared amongst the other       

patients, so I was known as the chocolate man.                                         

A trick we had with snoring patients, they were 

pushed gently down the corridor and under the hut. 

Was quite a shock when they woke up to see where 

they were. Another trick with snoring patients was to 

use the iron supports above the ceiling, put a piece 

of cotton above it to come down over the person 

snoring till it tickled their forehead and woke them. 

They always looked round to see and ask who did it 

but you just broke the cotton so it fell and they   

never found out.                                                             

One corner of the ward was partitioned off and we 

thought it was a death room. If someone was put in 

that room they were never seen again. One man 

was put in there and the next day he was still there.  

He told them “I’m still alive” so they put him back in 

the main ward. A few days later he was put back in 

the partitioned corner and again the next morning 

he was still there. Again he said to them “I am not 

going anywhere” so they moved him back with us 

again. You had to admire the determination of that 

young man.                                                       

When you were able to, you were told to take a 

country excursion, this was to Sidcup!  We honestly 

thought we were in the country as we didn’t know 

just where we were. We were also told we could go 

to a park in Eltham now called the pleasants. We 

thought we were the adventurers of the age. On 

one occasion we were listening to Al Jolson singing 

and so when a photo was taken of us, I was        

imitating him in the photo.                                                        

I will never forget the Irish man in the bed next to 

me called Christie Hogan, who was from Dublin but 

was working over in London when he became ill. I 

am not sure what his illness was.                         

One day we were all asked to go to a government 

rehabilitation centre, which offered bed, money and 

food. Too good to miss for some of us. This was 

offered to those who could not go back to their   

profession after their illness. Chris did not go but I 

did and left Queen Mary’s and took part in a six 

week intensive course in Red Lion Square. I was 

taught typing, shorthand, book-keeping and general 

office skills. This enabled me to get a job easily but 

through ill health again I was advised to take it easy 

so decided to spend the summers travelling around 

Europe and come back to London in the winter to 

get a job. I bought a boat with Chris and sailed to 

France many times.                                            

Chris and I remained friends and he lived in       

England for a good few years working as a cash 

register mechanic, then went back to Ireland. When 

Chris went back to Dublin we continued our     

friendship and he asked me to be his best man at 

his wedding to Patty. He introduced me to the 

bridesmaids and that is how I met my wife Lily, who 

also happened to be Patty’s best friend, of course I 

asked Chris to be my Best Man at our wedding. We 

often visited each other in our respective countries 

and remained good friends until he died a few years 

ago.                                                                               

Charles doing his Al Jolson impersonation and Christie        

is in the dressing gown second from right.   

 Memories of Charles Phillips         

Patient at QMH 1947 
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In the next two editions I will come away from the   

surgical part of the hospital and look at the medical 

side. Although there were one or two medical 

wards within the circle, to get to the other wards 

you had to go down a very long sloping ramp, of 

course with open sides. So let’s go down past 

men's orthopaedic, down past the old incinerator I 

spoke about, past the workshops and you finally 

arrive at ward 17. I do not know fully what          

happened to wards 14,15 and 16 but I believe they 

got severely damaged due to enemy action during 

the second world war.                                               

When you got to ward 17 you needed a telescope 

to look from one end to the other, which consisted 

of 35 beds of men with medical problems. All of the 

wards wherever you went had cats living            

underneath and they were fed mainly by the       

domestic staff and were quite happy to live there.                

As you got away further from the hospital you 

would find horses grazing in the open fields. It is 

said and it is quite true that one evening some 

over zealous general porters managed to lead 

one of those horses up to the ward entrance, 

smack it on its backside where it bolted through 

the ward. Not necessarily a good idea to do.                               

On further and you reached wards 18 and 19 and 

they were wards that catered for very elderly      

people. Opposite ward 19 was the pathology      

department where as a theatre porter I spent 

much time taking specimens down to be            

analysed.               

Now about 50 yards away towards the main       

entrance was another long corridor which led down 

passed the canteen and the kitchens to a zebra 

crossing, beyond that and you came to the         

dispensary a busy department even in those days. 

On past the records request studio and you 

reached ward 20 which was another medical ward 

for both men and women divided by offices in the 

middle. Opposite that was another short walk and 

you came to the sewing department where a group 

of ladies would repair all sorts of items. If you were 

a porter you could go to them and get a change of 

white coat where they often said “your coat is not 

dirty enough to change”.                                        

Coming back out of that walkway you then came to 

a large hall which was previously a cinema to      

entertain long term patients recovering from       

tremendous disfigurement from World War 1. It is 

there I stop on this chapter because this hall was 

the social hub for staff who worked at the hospital 

and I will be pleased to tell you in the next chapter 

what sort of life we all experienced in the 60’s. 

The Huts—part 4 

                                                                                            

 

 

                                                    

A message from Lynn.. On 13 April Lynn 

Jones, Voluntary Services Co-Ordinator retired. “I 

just want to say a big thank you for all the lovely 

messages, gifts and flowers, I was truly touched. I 

would like to thank all the volunteers of Queen 

Mary’s both past and present for all their dedication 

and commitment given to the hospital over the past 

18 years that I have been privileged to know as 

their co-ordinator. The hospital would not have 

been able to offer the service that it has done    

without your generous help, and we are truly   

grateful for the time freely given to wards, offices 

and various departments.                                                             

I shall miss all the staff that I have met over the 

years who have supported both myself and the   

voluntary service. Especially Denise Webb who has 

been a great colleague and friend.                             

I shall continue to support the Queen Mary’s     

Centenary Celebrations in September and look   

forward to catching up with many of you then.”     

Best Wishes Lynn 

Gifts and farewell     

messages were      

showered upon Lynn on 

her last day.                                                

Memoirs of Gerry Hosking, QMH Employee 1964-1978 
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Your news and questions   

If you have any interesting news from Queen Mary’s new or old you would like to share, views about 

anything within this newsletter, or any questions you would like to ask about what is happening around 

Queen Mary’s, do get in touch. If you would like this newsletter emailed to you please do let us know. 

Contact details are: denise.webb@nhs.net or you can telephone on 020 8308 3013. 

 

 

Staff parking permits - Please remember to check the expiry date on your parking permit and 

contact the Helpdesk if your permit needs to be renewed. Failure to renew your permit in time 

could result in a penalty charge. 

Bexley and Bromley disability teams (ALD) have now combined services at Queen Mary’s and 

are looking forward to providing integrated services from the site. 

                                           

The new Cancer Centre at Queen Mary's    

Hospital at Sidcup run by Guy’s and St      

Thomas’ NHS Foundation Trust will open on 

Monday 8 May 2017. This state-of-the-art   

Cancer Centre offers local cancer patients the 

opportunity for chemotherapy and radiotherapy 

services closer to home. 

The building also provides a valuable Dimbleby 

Macmillan Support Centre for patients and their 

families. 

News in Brief  

Cancer centre 


